
TEN CUTTING-EDGE TRENDS IN RESUMES 

When it comes to designing your resume, you’ll find numerous articles and insights online covering 
trends and the latest strategies for ensuring your portfolio stands out amidst a sea of competition. It can 
be overwhelming and confusing, especially with all the headlines screaming warnings such as “Don’t 
make this costly mistake” or “Avoid obsolete styles,” etc. 

The truth is, resumes are open to subjective interpretation in their style, formats and presentation. It 
doesn’t matter how many people you’ll ask to review your materials; you’ll always receive a vast 
array of responses. However, one thing is for certain: you must show results. Once you have this key 
component mastered, how you design your resume is up to you. Just be sure that it is clean, easy-to-
follow, keyword-rich and clearly defines your value to any organization.

To help you sift through the overwhelming content on style and trends, this list of cutting-edge trends 
for resumes highlights the recommendations and findings from the Global Career Brainstorming 
Conference of the Career Thought Leaders Consortium: a collective of leading certified career coaches, 
resume writers and executive recruiters.

1. The resume remains the essential foundation for any job search. Despite the ever-changing nature 
of job searching and the explosion of new technologies, nearly every job seeker still needs the 
traditional resume as a career overview and introduction to employers, recruiters and network 
contacts. 

2. There is continued emphasis on “writing short and tight.” The norm for most resumes is one to two 
pages, even for the very experienced professionals. A survey of HR/recruiters on LinkedIn indicated 
an overwhelming preference for two-page resumes provided there is enough value in the content to 
warrant a second page. 

3. Length is not the only critical factor. Of equal or greater importance is concise writing, short 
paragraphs, brief lists of bullet point and good organizational strategies that ensure that resumes 
can be quickly skimmed. In addition, it is essential to use strong merchandising and positing 
strategies to bring the most relevant information to the forefront. Creating a strong impact “above 
the fold” – on the top half of the first page of the resume – has become increasingly critical for job 
seekers in one of the most competitive employment markets we’ve ever experienced. 

4. The debate over structure continues. Reverse-chronological resumes still reign supreme. Hybrid 
resumes that combine an amplified profile (the “functional” component) with abbreviated reverse-
chronological detail on jobs can work for those with less experience, employment gaps or other 
challenges.  

5. Smart phones are changing everything. To accommodate the trend in resumes being read on 
mobile devices/smart phones, top-to-bottom scrolling (not side-to-side) should be emphasized, 
messaging should be condensed and concise and good headlines should be created. The content 
of profile (again, the top half of the resume) must compel readers to want to know more and keep 
reading.
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6. LinkedIn profiles matter. LinkedIn profiles are considered by many to be equal to resumes in priority 
and may soon be more important. There was an agreement among the Career Thought Leaders 
that the LI Profile should be a narrative, first-person “story” and not a mere duplication of the 
resume. 

7. Hiring goes digital. To save on paper and filing time, employers may eventually request links rather 
than traditional online or paper applications. Eventually, application documents can be linked 
to barcodes and employers will have the technology to scan and go. It is anticipated that these 
changes will be happening quickly to keep pace with the rapid changes in all technologies.  

8. Paper is still important. Job seekers still have the need for a professional, nicely formatted, printed 
document for in-person meetings. This is not expected to change anytime soon because a well-
presented resume is always a distinguishing document. 

9. Resume “extras” surge in importance. Community service, civic background, continuing education, 
professional development and other insightful extras are becoming an important element on the 
resume to establish character and personality as well as to distinguish one job seeker’s professional 
qualifications from another. 

10. Contact information gets an update. The emerging trend for contact information on a resume is 
to include a website address/URL, online profile links, city and state only (no street address), a 
single phone number and a single email address. Keep it clean and make it easy for a prospective 
employer to contact a candidate.


